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Reading Material

❖ Chapter 8, Section 3



❖ A divide-and-conquer algorithm works as follows for 
solving a problem:

❖ A problem’s instance of size n is divided into b smaller 
instances of the same problem, ideally of about the same 
size n/b. 

❖ Some (say a of the b subproblems) of the smaller 
instances are solved (typically recursively).

❖ If necessary, the solutions to the solves subproblems are 
combined to get a solution to the original instance. 



Sorting

❖ Input: A list L of n elements that can be totally ordered.

❖ Output: L with its elements appearing in ascending 
order.  



Sorting

❖ A (terribly) brute-force algorithm would go through all 
n! permutations of the list’s elements and returns a 
sorted one. 

❖ Takes O(n n!) time.  

❖ Of course, we can do much better. 



MergeSort

❖ MergeSort is a divide-and-conquer algorithm that

❖ divides the list into two halves,

❖ sorts each of them (recursively), and

❖ merges the two sorted halves while making use of the 
fact that each is sorted. 



MergeSort



MergeSort
MergeSort
Input: List L[0..n-1] of ``orderable” elements
Modifies: List L is sorted in-place in ascending order
Output: None

If n>1
copy L[0..⎣n/2⎦-1] to A[0..⎣n/2⎦-1];
copy L[⎣n/2⎦..n-1] to B[0.. ⎡n/2⎤-1];
MergeSort(A[0..⎣n/2⎦-1]);
MergeSort(B[0..⎡n/2⎤-1]);
Merge(A,B,L);



MergeSort



MergeSort
Merge
Input: Two sorted lists A[0..p-1] and B[0..q-1], and list L
Modifies: List L contains the elements of A and B sorted in ascending order
Output: None

i←0; j←0; k←0;
While i<p and j<q

If A[i]≤B[j]
L[k]←A[i]; 
i←i+1;

Else
L[k]←B[j];
j←j+1;

k←k+1;
If i=p

copy B[j..q-1] to L[k..p+q-1]
Else

copy A[i..p-1] to L[k..p+q-1]



MergeSort

❖ What is the running time T(n) of MergeSort?

❖ T(n)=2T(n/2)+O(n)

❖ What is a solution to this recurrence?



532 8 / Advanced Counting Techniques

THEOREM 2 MASTERTHEOREM Letf be an increasing function that satisfies the recurrence relation

f (n) = af (n/b) + cnd

whenever n = bk , where k is a positive integer, a ≥ 1, b is an integer greater than 1, and c
and d are real numbers with c positive and d nonnegative. Then

f (n) is

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

O(nd) if a < bd,

O(nd log n) if a = bd,

O(nlogb a) if a > bd.

The proof of Theorem 2 is left for the reader as Exercises 29–33.

EXAMPLE 9 Complexity of Merge Sort In Example 3 we explained that the number of comparisons used
by the merge sort to sort a list of n elements is less than M(n), where M(n) = 2M(n/2) + n.
By the master theorem (Theorem 2) we find that M(n) is O(n log n), which agrees with the
estimate found in Section 5.4. ▲

EXAMPLE 10 Give a big-O estimate for the number of bit operations needed to multiply two n-bit integers
using the fast multiplication algorithm described in Example 4.

Solution: Example 4 shows that f (n) = 3f (n/2) + Cn, when n is even, where f (n) is the
number of bit operations required to multiply two n-bit integers using the fast multiplication
algorithm. Hence, from the master theorem (Theorem 2), it follows that f (n) is O(nlog 3).
Note that log 3 ∼ 1.6. Because the conventional algorithm for multiplication uses O(n2) bit
operations, the fast multiplication algorithm is a substantial improvement over the conventional
algorithm in terms of time complexity for sufficiently large integers, including large integers
that occur in practical applications. ▲

EXAMPLE 11 Give a big-O estimate for the number of multiplications and additions required to multiply two
n× n matrices using the matrix multiplication algorithm referred to in Example 5.

Solution: Let f (n) denote the number of additions and multiplications used by the algorithm
mentioned in Example 5 to multiply two n× n matrices. We have f (n) = 7f (n/2) + 15n2/4,
when n is even. Hence, from the master theorem (Theorem 2), it follows that f (n) isO(nlog 7).
Note that log 7 ∼ 2.8. Because the conventional algorithm for multiplying two n× n matrices
usesO(n3) additions and multiplications, it follows that for sufficiently large integers n, includ-
ing those that occur in many practical applications, this algorithm is substantially more efficient
in time complexity than the conventional algorithm. ▲

THE CLOSEST-PAIR PROBLEM We conclude this section by introducing a divide-and-
conquer algorithm from computational geometry, the part of discrete mathematics devoted to
algorithms that solve geometric problems.

EXAMPLE 12 The Closest-Pair Problem Consider the problem of determining the closest pair of points
in a set of n points (x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn) in the plane, where the distance between two points
(xi, yi) and (xj , yj ) is the usual Euclidean distance

√
(xi − xj )2 + (yi − yj )2. This problem

arises in many applications such as determining the closest pair of airplanes in the air space at a
particular altitude being managed by an air traffic controller. How can this closest pair of points
be found in an efficient way?



MergeSort

❖ What is the running time T(n) of MergeSort?

❖ T(n)=2T(n/2)+O(n)

❖ What is a solution to this recurrence?

❖ Answer: O(n log n)



Binary Search

❖ Input: Sorted list L and element x.

❖ Output: True if x is in L, and False otherwise. 



Binary Search
❖ A divide-and-conquer algorithm:



Binary Search
❖ A divide-and-conquer algorithm:

BinarySearch
Input: Ordered list L[0..n-1], and element x
Output: True if x is in L, and False otherwise

If |L|=1
Return (x=L[0]);

Else If (x= L[⎣n/2⎦-1])
Return True;

Else If (x < L[⎣n/2⎦-1])
BinarySearch(L[0..⎣n/2⎦-1]);

Else
BinarySearch(L[⎣n/2⎦..n-1]);



Binary Search

❖ What is the recurrence T(n) for the running time of 
BinarySearch? 

❖ What is a solution to this recurrence?



Questions?


